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"Your trusted advisor that gets you the insurance coverage you really need 
and feel safe with it.”
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Why?
Insurance will probably never be interesting or fun for people. Property and Casualty (P&C) insurance is even more boring 
than toilet paper, but just as necessary.
Ambiguous terms & conditions contribute to increased uncertainty and misleading expectations of peoples actual 
insurance coverage. Few actually know what they really are protected against, and if they have the most suitable insurance 
coverage according to their needs. Some are even missing basic coverage or have overlapping coverages. The industry has 
failed in making P&C insurance tangible.

What is it?
Building on the success of marketplaces like Apple App Store, Airbnb and similar services, Insurance Simplified aims to build
a marketplace for its members to acquire and manage their insurance in the best and least complicated possible way.

How?
Each and every part of the insurance lifecycle will be fully automated in our backend. We will connect to all insurers via an
artificial intelligence application –DrJones® – that will read and understand all terms and conditions. Thus making it 
possible to match a member with its specific conditions to the best possible insurance coverage. We aim to onboard as 
many insurers and members as possible, starting with traditional insurance products but also looking for 
newindividualized bespoke insurance coverage types. For our members we will build the type of interface that they want. 
Currently we are building a mobile application and a chatbot interface, but we will adapt to our members needs should 
they change.

Who?
We have started by addressing a niche that we have identified as an underserved and  “easy” target, small business 
owners within the service industry. As part of the identification process of the segment we currently have  selected  
customers that are insured through our product offer –“Safe consultant”
When choosing our niche target we chose it partly because most small business owners also have houses, leisure homes, 
cars, families, boats and so on. As we progress, our offer to our members will widen and new target groups will be added.
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INSURANCE SIMPLIFIED IN A 
NUTSHELL

• Founded Jan 2016
• Private equity funded
• Insurance Simplified’s activities are regulated by 

legislation which includes the Insurance Intermediaries 
Act (2005:405) which will be replaced by the upcoming 
Insurance distribution directive (IDD, in Sweden 1st Oct.)

• Insurance Simplified is authorized from The Swedish 
Financial Supervisory Authority to conduct insurance 
mediation since end of May 2016

• Passporting rights in the whole of EU

Insurance Simplified
Box 112 47
SE-106 60 Stockholm
Sweden
info@insurancesimplified.se
www.insurancesimplified.se
www.drjones.io
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1, BACKGROUND: INSURANCE
The history of property & casualty insurance goes back to mid 17th century and the Great 
Fire of London in Great Britain that devoured more than 13,000 houses. The basic 
principles of insurancethat were definedthen, still exists today.

Property insurance and casualty insurance as of today are types of coverage that help protect 
yourself, the stuff you own (your home, car, boat etc.) and also provide liability coverage to 
help protect you if you're found legally responsible for an accident that causes injuries to 
another person or damage to another person's belongings.

In general, the insurance industry relies on old traditions and has a rather conservative view 
on the underlying element of risk. In recent years, several new actors have emerged with a 
more innovative approach to insurance than the traditional insurers. E.g.crowdfunded home 
insurance, needs-based micro casualty insurance, pay-as-you-drive auto insurance etc. Given 
big data analytics and IoT capabilities, there are no longer any technical obstacles to 
further individualize insurance coverage.

In addition, a lot of people belong to one or more affinity groups who offer some form of 
insurance benefits as part of a membership. Sometimes people are covered by a 
compulsory insurance cover by belonging to an affinity groupwithout even knowing it.

Withanincreasing numberof insurance alternatives tochoosefrom, 
e.g.overlapping insurance coverpackagingandindividualized insurance coverage, itbecomes
harderto understand whatalternatives arerelevant, suitable andworthpayingfor.
Aninsurance policy at itscore is a legallybinding contractbetweena policyholder and 
aninsurer thatspecifies theinsurer's promise to compensate the policy holder in the event of 
a covered loss.
Assuch, aninsurance policycomeswithasubstantial amountofterms 
andconditions thatdefine the legalconstraints ofthe actual insurance coverage.

These terms andconditions is in a language thatprimarilyserves 
the insurance companiesandmostpeoplecannotcomprehend all the legal 
”if/then/else” statements printed on 30-80 pages in fontsize6. 
People rarelydiscuss orcomparetheactualcontentof insurance policiesexceptfor 
theannualpremiumwhichis theonlythingthat isreally tangible.

To summarize, property and casualty insurance is complex andfinding the proper insurance 
coverage according to your individual, specificneeds is a challenge that is too hard , tedious 
and boring for most people.
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DEMYSTIFY AND SIMPLIFY INSURANCE 

WHY

HOW

WHAT
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INSURANCE WILL PROBABLY NEVER BE 
FUN

“Property & casualty insurance is even more boring 
than toilet paper, but just as necessary”
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THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY OF TODAY HAS 
FAILED TO MEET THE PUBLIC’S 
EXPECTATIONS

• Complaints regarding ambiguous policy terms are more 
and more frequent

• Customers who chose insurance coverage using price 
comparison sites are least satisfied

• People want more “just in time”, meaningful and 
personalized communications.
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POLICYHOLDER SUED INSURER FOR 
BREACH OF CONTRACT 

“Insurers That Do Not Interpret Ambiguous Policy Language In 
Favor Of The Policyholder, Are At Risk For Bad Faith Liability”

• P2P Insurance, Micro casualty insurance, Pay-as-you-drive auto 
insurance, IoT Based insurance and so on…

• At its core a legally binding contract between a policy holder 
and an Insurer 

• Substantial amount of terms and conditions defines the 
legal constraints of the actual insurance coverage

• most people cannot comprehend all the legal 
”if/then/else” statements printed on 30-80 pages in font size 6
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WE ARE BOOSTING THE TRADITIONAL 
INSURANCE VALUE CHAIN WITH A 
SUPERIOR MEMBER EXPERIENCE

MEMBER (NOT CUSTOMER)

INFORMATION PURCHASE

Benchmarking of 
T&C´s incl. price

Needs analysis
AdvisoryRenewals

Quotations
MyStuff
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MEMBER JOURNEY SUPPORTED BY A OPEN SCABLE ARCHITECTURE

DrJones Advisory Platform (core engine)

More modules are coming

Information & Service providers (through API & other cloud integration services)

Policy Administration System Provider Billing & Collection System Provider

Compliant infrastructure as a service

Front

end
DrJones App

Open pages 

(drjones.io)

API
Member Account 

Mgmt

Insurance Product 

Mgmt

Insurance Advisory 

Guide

Insurance Policy 

Portfolio Mgmt

Documents  & Forms 

Mgmt

Authentication

& Authorization

Insurance Claims 

Mgmt

Social media and marketing 

automation

Awareness Explore Decide Onboard Get Covered Keep satisfied
Ambassador / Fine 

tune cover
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Campaign 
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Member
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policy 

signing
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(claims)
Needs 
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DRJONES THE CORE OF OUR AI-INSURANCE ADVISOR EXPLAINED

Insurance products 
terms & Conditions

Personal & family 
data

Optimized policy 
portfolio

Normalized 
risk profile

Insurance product 
benchmark model

PU-#1

PU-#2

PU-#3DrJones Core 
Machine Learning 
Processing
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DRJONES AT YOUR SERVICE

• Insurer neutral and personalized benchmarking of 
insurance product coverage based on our unique 
DrJones® Insurance Product Scoring Model

• Personalized and contextualized advisory guides
• Easy to use, unambiguous and multi-lingual user 

interface for advisory guides
• Seamless quotation and policy application
• Chatbot with natural language understanding for FAQ,  

customer enquiries and future opportunities
• Mobile-only, responsive advisory guides suitable in any 

browser on any modern device
• Open source based software architecture and cloud 

based infrastructure
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WE MAKE INSURANCE 
UNDERSTANDABLE AND INSPIRE 
SECURITY AND CONFIDENCE
•A members based service, DrJones® , where you as a 
customer feel that your needs are met with minimal 
interaction and no hassle

•App based - where you sign up, give DrJones® access to 
your data and power of attorney to communicate with 
insurers

•DrJones ® finds out what coverage you need and tailors the 
protection you need according to your unique situation 
and continuously looks after you, should something 
change

•When your life situation changes, or your current policy is 
about to expire or a better product match is found on the 
market; DrJones® reacts and re-evaluates your needs and  
fine-tunes your insurance coverage accordingly
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3, MARKET VALIDATION

Söderberg & partners

0 to 1100 customers = Product “PlusFöretag”, started 
2012

0 to 177 customers = Product “Samordnad 
uppdhandling”, 1st life cycle started 2016, premiums 70 
MSEK (7,8M€) fee 0,4M€

Simply Business

insurtech 2005.

425,000 microbusiness customers, Over the past three 
years, insurance premiums grew at CAR of 17.5% to 
£93 million ($113 million) in 2016.

US-based The Travelers Companies, Inc. has announced 
that it will acquire it for $490 million (2017). 

Bought my Many

insurtech 2012, uses social media and search data to 
sell insurance, has closed a £7.5 million Series A 
round. 

By analysing > 550 million rows of search data and 
responding to specific customer needs,= 
membership > 250,000 users and is enjoying YOY 
revenue growth of over 100 percent.

Intermediation (brokerage) sales is depending on country and product segment. 
Our current product “Safe Consultant” is part of our MVP and targets Sweden commercial lines for SME.
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3, MARKET SIZE
Intermediation (brokerage) sales is depending on country and product segment.

Total Market Size (Fees)

Total Market Size (Fees)

12 863 Million Euro (128 Billion SEK) 
289M€ SE + 536M€ Nordic + 12 038M€ Europe) 
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4, REVENUE MODEL

Insurance 

provider

Insurance 

Simplified

MemberInsurance 

policy
Insurance 

policy 

portfolio

Insurance product 

definition

Request for 

insurance cover

$ $

Insurance premium Insurance premium + Service Fee

• New member entry: €0
(first advice and policy)

• Subscription fee: 

- SMO - €9 / month

- Consumer individual - €3 / month

- Consumer household - €6 / month

• Insurer/Carrier

• Affiliate group

• Insurance broker

• Consumer individual

• Consumer household

• Small business owner
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4, BUSINESS MODEL 
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5, GO TO MARKET
Using our Member Experience Journey together with our services approach we will target the most 
important of our core prospect roles for our MVP product SMÅF “Safe Consultant”, the Owner, the 
Accountant, the Network and build from that customer base as we add products.

The Development phase 
Member Driven Development (MDD) –we will through targeted methods select a Member Cohort, then 
Engage with them helping us perfect the Solution/Services and the MVProduct continuously.

The Launch phase
Celebrating participation, new members onboarding, driving our community -we will manage the launch 
with quality processes and double loop learning.

The Accelerate phase
We adjust the marketing/sales mix dependent on how fast we manage automation
We will with the current members stock go after private line coverage as well
We will hire Membership Hosts that will be part of training the (AI) DrJones®

When achieving target KPIs we will accelerate GOTO Market, establishing bridge heads in the Nordics in 
the most logical order.
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5, ADOPTION STRATEGY
Sweden Development Product Launch 
–Cohort selection
–Make it a special selection with BUZZ

Events
DevLaunch, ProductLaunch
Match with Member events / Network events

Media channels 
“Småföretagarna –Bra affärer”, GIG co:s, http://www.tidningenkonsulten.se/, Match with 
targeted conferences
Networks –“Dataföreningen”, Konsultmäklare (DDP, eWork, etc), LinkedIn, SMC, FAR
Online advertising (Google Adwords etc)

Where, How, When, How Many (metrics)
• Awareness
• Explore
• Decide
• Onboard
• Get Covered (etc) -CAGR
• Recommend
• Be ambassador

Starting from the Launch phase Insurance simplified will work with cost effective and top of their fields 
modern agency’s to maximize the use of capital for marketing.
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5, HIGH LEVEL ROADMAP

We are here to change the world of Insurance in a profound and nonreversible manner for the greater 
good of the consumer and society

Period Focusing on: Money spend / Investment needed

So far ▪ Founding, Regulation approvals/Memberships, Idea ”validation”, Microsoft 
”validation”, Government ”validation”, Process automation, Mobile first app MVD 
design/demo.

Approx. 1,5 MSEK dev. spend

Q3 2018 • MVP launch ext. resources – mobile / cloud production ready Inc. customer pain/gain 
validation, value/payment willingness/profit validation.

Q4 2018 • Launch "Small business product portfolio" Sweden market. Continuous DevOps 
towards full version. First release commercial/consumer market leveraging GDPR, 
offering member full policy overview. Full automation.

Looking for approx 2,5 MSEK (250 K€) in 
order to automate all ops, speed up the 
delivery and launch towards the 
consumer marketQ1/Q2 2019 • Launch "Small business product portfolio" Nordic market. Continuous DevOps, Full 

back-end functionality. Full consumer product launch Sweden market.

Q3/Q4 2019 • Increased focus on sales and Nordic consumer launch. White labeling marketing 
towards none-bancassurance players. Continuous DevOps, Full automation.

Q1/Q2 2020 • European market entry. Continuous DevOps, Localization.

Q3/Q4 2020 • Increased market reach through acquisition.

2021/2022 • We have 5‰ of European broker market = 700 000 000 SEK (70 M€).
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6, COMPETITION
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6, COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
Fully automated advisory process utilizing machine learning and artificial intelligence capabilities –minimizes running 
operating costs

Advisory service comprising the complete policy lifecycle, including first notice of loss –suitable to be a continuous, long 
term insurance advisor companion of our members

Pan-European market reach–multi-lingual member experience and multi-national advisory process in compliance with 
local, national legislation and EU-regulations

Insurer agnostic market reach– line of products not limited to one or just a few insurers on each national market

Flat-fee based insurance advisory model – independent advices free without any economic bias in compliance with IDD1

Secure, GDPR2-compliant member information management –secure data storage, member controlled information 
management and no hidden, “behind the scenes” data provisioning to insurers or other external parties

Platform designed for multitenancy and white label business integration –enables strategic platform partnerships and 
an additional future business model

1) IDD = Insurance Distribution Directive (Directive (EU) 2016/97)
2) GDPR = General Data Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/679)
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7, TEAM
Christer Braaf
Christer is the CEO and one of the founders. He focuses on sales and 
implementing the INSU’s operating model, Digital To the Core.  Before 
Insurance Simplified he worked at Accenture Nordic Insurance Practice 
helping Nordic Insurers and Brokers with various challenges and before that 
he was the Business CIO of the Folksam Insurance Group. Christer holds an 
MBA degree from Stockholm School of Economics and a BSc degree in 
Computer Engineering from the Institute of Technology at Linköping 
University.

Patrik Kähäri
Patrik is one of the founders and COO. He focuses on insurance 
product modelling and machine learning, the core of DrJones®. 
Before Insurance Simplified he worked at Länsförsäkringar Insurance 
Group. Patrik has been operating within the Swedish P&C insurance 
market, sine 1997, assisting the largest P&C insurers on the Swedish 
market. 

Alexander Hedlund
Alexander is one of the founders and Chief Architect/CIO. He focuses on 
architectural  design.  Before Insurance Simplified he worked at På
Management and Folksam Insurance Group – Swedens largest insurance 
group as Head of Enterpriser architecture & Strategy – member of the IT 
Management, among others. MSc degree from The Royal Institute of 
Technology in Stockholm.

Bo Valpeters
Bo is one of the founders and the acting Chairman.  He focuses on digitization 
and usability aspects. Bo is also our Chief Digital Officer. Bo has 20+ years 
experience in the digital field and are one of the owners of a top tier Swedish 
digital agency, Bazooka. Bo is a serial entrepreneur and have started several 
sucessfull companies.

Steven Batiste
Steven is our latest core team member/CAIO. Steven brings key AI, 
Machine Learning and big data skills.  Before Insurance Simplified he has 
worked at various large institutions in these fields, started a software 
development offshoring company from scratch and built it to a 100 
developers + 10 at the onshore bridge head. Prior to that he has built 
almost everything within graphical and number crunching.
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8, PRESS
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9, FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

INSU’s results and balance sheets for the fiscal year 2017-07– 2018-06.

RESULT SHEET (SEK) 180630 170630

Revenues 329 499 380 475

External expenses -491 243 -656 365

Operating profits -725 757 -277 132

Profit after financial items -725 757 -277 132

Net profit for the period -725 757 -277 132

BALANCE SHEET (SEK)

Assets

Cash and Bank balances  178 378 922 564

Account receivables 0 0

Sum total assets 178 378 922 564

Equity and liabilities

Equity 180 104 545 860

Payables 1 726 376 704

Sum equity, iabilities and result 178 378 922 564

Cash flow analysis (SEK)

Cash flow from operating activities -725 757 -277 132

Cash flow from investing activities 0 0

Cash flow from financing activities 360 000 875 000

Net cash flow for the period -365 757 547 868
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9, INVESTOR PROPOSAL
We are currently seeking an investment securing the continuous development of our service 
DrJones® including a Nordic Launch. This will be followed by a new investment round during 
2019/20 focusing on the Asian and European market. 

Our vision is to build the world ś leading P&C Insurance Broker with a mobile user interface 
and machine learning driven cloud based back office.

Our vision is to build the world ś leading P&C Insurance Broker with a mobile user interface 
and machine learning driven cloud based back office.

The key reasons to invest:
• Strong, experienced,  & driven team
• Clear vision and excellent timing @Insurtech window
• Customer driven Architecture utilising fast & most cost-effective global digital technology

Exit strategy:
Possible IPO planned 2021/2022
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Founded 2016
Authorized from The Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority to conduct insurance mediation since end of 

Maj 2016

INTERESTED IN PARTNERSHIP – LET’S TALK!    info@insurancesimplified.se

"Your trusted advisor that gets you the insurance coverage you really need and makes you feel safe with it.” 
www.drjones.io


